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Model (1): The Product-Market
• Single perfectly competitive product market. Inverse demand p = P(X), X aggregate output • Firm i invests x i 0 in riskless asset, x i j in the j th risky, real asset.
• 1 dollar invested provides 1 unit of output for one period.
• Cost of producing x ij is č j x i j . Costs č j are functions of a random variable ω with cdf f distributed on a compact set. Stochastic constant returns to scale.
• Stationary distribution of project returns.
• Physical capital is rented or can sell in a perfect market. • In each period, firms issue new equity e i at no cost and pay shareholders dividend d i that is subject to linear tax rate t d . ; the market to book ratio.
, the next period's market to book ratio given this period's amount of internal cash and given the realization of ω (infinite horizon)
Recursive competitive equilibrium (Stokey & Lucas 1989) . Partial equilibrium social welfare:
Model (4): The Firm's Program
• Firm i max value to risk-neutral shareholders:
subject to:
b′(b,ω) = [p(X(b)) X(b)-∑ j c j (ω)x j (b) ](1-t c )+x 0 (1+r f (1-t c ))]
11 Social Planner's Problem Social planner's pb has a unique bounded continuous solution.
Pb with 1 state variable, the aggregate internal equity. The SP's solution can be implemented as a competitive equilibrium.
The competitive stock market price of internal equity in each period is the marginal social value of equity. Same with the product price. Firms like projects with low expected costs and with negative correlation with product market.
